SONGS OF OLD RUSSIA
featuring Sergei Lemeshev, Ivan Skobtsov, Ivan Kozlovsky
and Artur Eisen
with the Osipov Balalaika Orchestra

1. SNOW FLURRIES .................................. 2:53
   Vdol Po Ulitsa Metilitsa
2. THE VILLAGE ON THE ROAD .................. 4:45
   Vot Na Puti Selo Bol'shoe
3. I WALK ALONE DOWN THE ROAD .............. 4:57
   Vykhzhu Odin Ya Na Dorogu
4. RENDEZVOUS ................................... 5:44
   Svidaniye
5. STORY OF THE COACHMAN ...................... 6:34
   Razkaz Yamshchika
6. SONG OF THE POOR MAN ...................... 1:59
   Pesnye Bobilya
7. THE EVENING BELLS .......................... 5:04
   Vechernii Zvon
8. GRAY DAWN ................................... 4:32
   Utro Tumanove, Utro Sedoye
9. AT THE GATE ................................... 1:50
   U Vorot, Vorot
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10. TROIKA .......................................... 2:56
    11. EXPECTATION ................................. 3:24
    12. ALONG THE PETERSKAYA ROAD ............ 2:37
    13. DUNYA THE WEAVER ......................... 1:49
        Dunya-Tonkopryakha
    14. THE CHERRY-COLORED SHAWL .............. 3:01
        Vishnyovaya Shal
    15. OH, NASTASYA .................................. 2:43
    16. DANUBE, MY DANUBE ......................... 1:52
        Ekh, Dunai Moy Dunai
    17. THE LITTLE SNOWBALL TREE ................. 4:20
        Oi, Da Ti Kalinushka
    18. IN THE VALLEY ................................ 7:59
    19. THE LITTLE BELL ........................... 3:36
        Kolokolchik

14 Selections are available on a cassette: 51560
For complete listing of "Music of the World" series write:
MONITOR RECORDS
10 FISKE PLACE
MT. VERNON, NY 10550
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1. THE FOG CAME DOWN Uzh Kak Pal Tuman (3:59)
Music by Lev Schwartz/Arranged by I. Palatavtsev
Solo: Mikhail Egorov
Dunka Chorus conducted by A. Soroka

2. THE RING OF MY BELOVED Koltso Dushi-Devitsy (4:14)
Solo: Sergei Lemeshev
Osipov Orchestra of Folk Instruments conducted by V. Smirnov

3. THE BLACK CROW Chorni Voron (5:35)
Solos: Artur Eisen and Nikolai Abramov
Soviet Army Chorus & Band conducted by Boris Alexandrov

4. MY HUSBAND MADE ME DO IT Zastavil Menya Muzh (2:15)
Solo: Claudia Kotok
Piatnitsky Orchestra of Folk Instruments conducted by Vassili Khvatov

5. THE SLENDER MOUNTAIN ASH Tonkaya Ryabina (4:15)
Solo: Boris Gmirya
Ensemble of Folk Instruments conducted by Gavril Zimin

6. ACCORDION Gannon (1:20)
Riga Male Quartet: Adolf Pooke, Ivar Anson, Rudolf Bruner, Alexander Tuchto

7. THERE STANDS A VILLAGE Akh, Derevnya Stoyit (2:40)
Solo: Ludmilla Zikina
Accompanied by Isasaf Balmashov & Nikolai Khavroshin, balalaikas and Sergei Kolobkov, bayan

8. THERE'S COLD WATER IN THE WELL Vo Kolodze Voditsa Kholodna (1:50)
Solo: Ludmilla Zikina
Accompanied by Isasaf Balmashov & Nikolai Khavroshin, balalaikas and Sergei Kolobkov, bayan

9. FAREWELL TO HAPPINESS Proshchai, Radost' (5:42)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov
Sextet of Domras conducted by Alexei Semenov

10. THE GOAT IN THE VEGETABLE GARDEN Poshel Kozel V Ogorod (2:00)
Solo: Ludmilla Zikina
Nikolai Khavroshin and Isasaf Balmashov, balalaikas

11. MOTHER VOLGA Akh, Ti Volga-Matshikha Razlivsya (3:21)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov
Radio Orchestra of Folk Instruments conducted by Grigori Stolyarov

12. OH YOU DARK NIGHT Oi, Ti Tyomnaya Noch (3:22)
Arranged by Andrei Novikov
Siberian Folk Chorus (Women's Group) conducted by Valentin Levashov

13. NO SOUNDS FROM THE CITY ARE HEARD Ne Slyshno Shuma Garodskaya (5:47)
Solo: Artur Eisen
Radio Orchestra of Folk Instruments conducted by N. Rechmensky

14. I DID NOT INTEND TO DANCE Ne Dumala Ya Pliasat (2:02)
V. Bokov, V. Nikitin; Fedorov Sisters with V. Yakovlev, bayan

15. OH, MY SWEETHEART, FAIR MAIDEN Akh, Ti Dushchka, Krasna Devitsa (3:21)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov
A. Chernov and K.K. Grigoriev, bayans

16. THE MAGIC BREWER Za Rechenkoy Divo (1:39)
Piatnitsky Folk Chorus conducted by Vladimir Zakharov and Peter Kazmin

17. A FELLOW ON A SPREE Zabulyal Ya Molodets (3:00)
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov
Radio Orchestra of Folk Instruments conducted by Grigori Stolyarov

18. LIKE THE HAWK Kak U Sokola (1:37)
Words & Music by Olga Kovaleva
Solos: E. Semenkina and A. Frolova

19. THE BARGE HAULERS Burlatskaya (3:01)
Arranged by S. Rachmaninoff
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov
Osipov Orchestra of Folk Instruments conducted by D. Osipov

20. IVAN'S WIFE GETS HIM READY Kak Ivana - to Khozyaika Sobirala (1:42)
Siberian Folk Chorus conducted by Valentin Levashov

21. IS. LIKE THE HAWK Kak U Sokola (1:37)
Words & Music by Olga Kovaleva
Solos: E. Semenkina and A. Frolova

22. THE BARGE HAULERS Burlatskaya (3:01)
Arranged by S. Rachmaninoff
Solo: Ivan Skobtsov
Osipov Orchestra of Folk Instruments conducted by D. Osipov
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3. THE BLACK CROW Chorni Voron (5:35)
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11. MOTHER VOLGA Akh, Ti Volga-Matushka Razlival'sya (3:21)
12. OH YOU DARK NIGHT Oi, Ti Tyomnaya Noch (3:22)
13. NO SOUNDS FROM THE CITY ARE HEARD Ne Slyshno Shuma Garodskoyo (5:47)
14. I DID NOT INTEND TO DANCE Ne Dumala Ya Pliasat (2:02)
15. OH, MY SWEETHEART, FAIR MAIDEN Akh, Ti, Dushechka, Krasna Devitsa (3:21)
16. THE MAGIC BREWER Za Rechenkoy Divo (1:39)
17. A FELLOW ON A SPREE Zabulyal Ya Molodets (3:00)
18. LIKE THE HAWK Kak U Sokola (1:37)
19. THE BOUNDLESS EXPANSE OF THE SEA Raskinulos More Shiroko (4:24)
20. IVAN'S WIFE GETS HIM READY Kak Ivana-to Khosyaika Sobirala (1:42)
21. THE BARGE HAULERS Burlatskaya (3:01)

Vocalists: Ivan Skobtsov, Sergei Lemeshev, Boris Gmirya, Artur Eisen, Ludmilla Zikina and others with Orchestras of Folk Instruments.

See Booklet for details on performers and other credits
Total Playing Time: 68:13
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1. THE FOG CAME DOWN
   Uzh Kak Pal Tuman (3:59)
2. THE RING OF MY BELOVED
   Koltsa Dushi-Devitsy (4:14)
3. THE BLACK CROW
   Chorni Voron (5:35)
4. MY HUSBAND MADE ME DO IT
   Zastavil Menya Muzh (2:15)
5. THE SLENDER MOUNTAIN ASH
   Tonkaya Ryabina (4:15)
6. ACCORDION
   Garmon (1:20)
7. THERE STANDS A VILLAGE
   Akh, Derevnya Stoyit (2:40)
8. THERE’S COLD WATER IN THE WELL
   Vo Kolodez Voditsa Kholodna (1:50)
9. FAREWELL TO HAPPINESS
   Proshchai, Radost (5:42)
10. THE GOAT IN THE VEGETABLE GARDEN
    Poshel Kozel V Ogorod (2:00)
11. MOTHER VOLGA
    Akh, Ti Volga-Matshka Razlivaysya (3:21)
12. OH YOU DARK NIGHT
    Oi, Ti Tyomnaya Noch (3:22)
13. NO SOUNDS FROM THE CITY ARE HEARD
    Ne Slyshno Shuma Garodskoy (5:47)
14. I DID NOT INTEND TO DANCE
    Ne Dumala Ya Pliasat (2:02)
15. OH, MY SWEETHEART, FAIR MAIDEN
    Akh, Ti, Dushechka, Krasna Devitsa (3:21)
16. THE MAGIC BREWER
    Za Rechenkoy Divo (1:39)
17. A FELLOW ON A SPREE
    Zabulyal Ya Molodets (3:00)
18. LIKE THE HAWK
    Kak U Sokola (1:37)
19. THE BOUNDLESS EXPANSE OF THE SEA
    Raskinos More Shiroko (4:24)
20. IVAN’S WIFE GETS HIM READY
    Kak Ivana-to Khosyaika Sobirala (1:42)
21. THE BARGE HAULERS
    Burlatskaya (3:01)

Total Playing Time: 68:13

Vocalists with Orchestras of Folk Instruments
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